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Abstract: Email is the most common and effective source of communication for most enterprises and
individuals. In the corporate sector the volume of email received daily is significant while timely reply
of each email is important. This generates a huge amount of work for the organisation, in particular
for the staff located in the help-desk role. In this paper we present a novel Smart E-mail Management
System (SEMS) for handling the issue of E-mail overload. The Term Frequency-Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF) model was used for designing a Smart Email Client in previous research. Since
TF-IDF does not consider semantics between words, the replies suggested by the model are not
very accurate. In this paper we apply Document to Vector (Doc2Vec) and introduce a novel Gated
Recurrent Unit Sentence to Vector (GRU-Sent2Vec), which is a hybrid model by combining GRU and
Sent2Vec. Both models are more intelligent as compared to TF-IDF. We compare our results from both
models with TF-IDF. The Doc2Vec model performs the best on predicting a response for a similar
new incoming Email. In our case, since the dataset is too small to require a deep learning algorithm
model, the GRU-Sent2Vec hybrid model cannot produce ideal results, whereas in our understanding
it is a robust method for long-text prediction.

Keywords: email management system; deep learning; word embedding

1. Introduction

E-mail is still the most common form of online business correspondence and is still a growing
and effective communication tool for most enterprises and individuals [1]. Meanwhile, E-mail is also
an integral part of related personal Internet experience [2]. For example, E-mail accounts (or E-mail
addresses) are almost always required for registering on website accounts, including social networking
sites, instant messaging and any other types of Internet services. Therefore, E-mail has become fully
integrated into our daily lives and business activities. According to the Radicati Group’s statistics and
projections [1], more than 281 billion E-mails are sent and received worldwide every day, and this
number is expected to increase by 18.5 per cent over the next four years. In 2018, more than half of the
world’s population used E-mail, with more than 3.8 billion users. Based on the above statement, it can
be determined that an average user sends and receives an average of 74 E-mails per day, which also
reveals the problem of E-mail overload.

The problem of E-mail overload has not been solved for nearly half a century [3]. Most users
have numerous E-mails that they do not ever read or receive a reply to in time, which leads to E-mail
management issues, predominantly a messy and overwhelming mailbox [3]. Enterprises still maintain
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and manage customer resources using E-mails because of handling users’ feedback and consultation [2].
To be specific, some customer service centres of various organisations receive hundreds of thousands of
E-mails from customers every day. Although the staff in the customer service centres have high-level
training, there is striking similarity among huge E-mail data. They need to spend lots of time replying
to these E-mails, which results in a high labour cost during this process for enterprises. Every E-mail
user also suffers from E-mail overload. The development of the information age brings various benefits
to our daily life, however, alongside its convenience, attendant problems are equally persistent.

For E-mail systems, E-mail overload was proclaimed as a ‘universal problem’ [3]. As a formal
means of communication, E-mail is ‘central’ [4], ‘ubiquitous’ [5] and ‘indispensable’ [6]. Whittaker and
Sidner [3] presented that E-mail users tend to leave an increasing volume of unread or non-replied
messages every day. Most users have numerous E-mails that they do not ever read or get to reply to in
time, which leads to E-mail management issues, predominantly a messy and overwhelming mailbox.

Researchers believe that NLP techniques using machine learning and deep learning algorithms
have a significant role in reducing time and labour wasted due to repeated E-mail responses. They focus
on developing E-mail systems with intelligent response functions. However, there are still research
gaps either in reusing old E-mails based on an information retrieval method or the research of predictive
generation-based responses based on neural networks. Even Gmail, now one of the best at responding
intelligently to E-mails, uses technology based on word-level predictions. However, most E-mails are
long-text; even the shortest E-mails usually are more than two sentences long. The research in this area
still lacks ability to predict and generate E-mail reply consisting multiple sentences. Therefore this is
our motivation of our research to postulate a novel EMS.

Our research objective is to present an intelligent E-mail response solution for individuals or
corporate departments (such as service centres or help desks) that receive a large number of similar
E-mails every day. This study contributes to the improvement of the existing models towards relevant
practical usage scenarios. The analysis of this study identified a group of three essential models that
can be applied in reducing E-mail overload. The TF-IDF model was applied in E-mail systems in
2017 [7], there are few limitations such as not marking E-mail labels and too much noise in the datasets.
Holistic analysis of the benefits of the Doc2Vec model has not been done before. Certainly, for the
GRU-Sent2Vec hybrid model, it uses a combination of information generation and retrieval, which is
an innovative model and is proposed for the first time. Therefore, the study confirmed our results
of innovative research that also emphasised the contributions of three aspects. The paper made the
following key contributions:

1. Current popular methods are limited to short text prediction, at the word-level. For example
Chatbots can predict the next sentence based on the last sentence. However, E-mails are long-text,
and if the content of the reply can be predicted from the received E-mail, work efficiency of
E-mail users will be improved in particularly considering the customer services in both public and
private corporate sectors. In this paper, Sent2Vec is combined with GRU and a novel hybrid model
is constructed to make predictions based at the sentence-level rather than word-level. However,
it should be noted that the scenarios applied by the models in this research are not limited to long
text prediction but are also suited for short-text prediction scenarios, such as Chatbots used in
automatic reply in a chat room.

2. Using mapping rules to improve the training corpus. The E-mail dataset is processed using a
logical matching method, which matches sent and received E-mails and uses them as a reference
for answering new E-mails. This study expands the sample diversity of the public E-mail
dataset, and the processed dataset will be published on GitHub https://github.com/fxyfeier for
further research.

3. By creating user interfaces to implement core functions, our research is truly applicable for many
enterprise customer service departments. This intelligent E-mail reply suggestion system allows
users to choose an intelligent reply function or direct reply. The system provides an opportunity
for users to review automatically generated replies before they are sent.

https://github.com/fxyfeier
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4. We evaluate the performance of Doc2Vec and GRU-Sent2Vec with TF-IDF. We also carry out
human-based evaluation to validate our results.

The rest of the paper is structure as follows. Section 2 presents literature review about the relevant
approaches. Section 3 describes design and methodology for our proposed approach. Section 4
presents implementation and evaluation of our SEMS. Finally Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

2.1. New E-Mail Response Approaches

Automatic reply generation is a tedious and frustrating process, past researchers explored three
areas including predicting response behaviour, reusing Previous Reply E-mails, and automatically
generating E-mail Response.

2.1.1. Predicting Response Behaviour

Dredze et al. [8] developed a prototype of an E-mail system that could predict the response
behaviour to an E-mail. Yang et al. [9] found various features that affect E-mail response behaviour,
such as E-mail content, meta-data factors, time series features. The primary method of this predictive
response behaviour model is to classify E-mails based on their subjects or extracted content. Feature
extraction is done by performing tag checking. First, the question keywords in the E-mail content,
the question marks, the E-mail addresses, some particular keywords (such as attach, attachments,
attached) in the E-mail are marked as special identifying information [8,10]. Most of these models adopt
rule-based classification technology. However, the necessary condition of classification optimisation is
a large amount of labelled training data, so it is an essential and challenging task to collect or process
enough training datasets to construct a classifier knowledge base. Therefore, based on the limitations
of the training corpus, we have excluded this approach in our research.

2.1.2. Reusing Previous Reply E-Mails

The second primary approach which is also known as textual Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) was
designed to reuse previous reply E-mails [11,12]. The method is inspired by the scientific study of
human memory cognition [13], using previous experience to solve similar new problems. Lapalme
and Kosseim [11] divided CBR processing into three stages, namely case retrieval, case reuse and
answer penalisation. Furthermore collected all basic word pairs from the received E-mails and their
replies to selected the most crucial word pairs. In this process, entities such as the sender name,
company name, and specific business need to be tagged with the corresponding reply content using
senders, subsidiaries, or financial institutions provided in the prepared repository [11]. Hewlett and
Freed [14] used the Margin Infused Relaxed Algorithm (MIRA) to deal with multi-class problems. It is
a good design idea to reuse a similar previous E-mail as a new response. Although there is not much
research that can be used for a reference regarding this method, this research will draw on the ideas of
previous studies.

2.1.3. Automatically Generating E-Mail Response

In recent years, artificial intelligence has made rapid progress in Natural Language Processing
(NLP). The Google team [15] present a new deep learning algorithm, namely, the Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) [16], was implemented for the design of the auto-reply E-mail function. They used
the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) neural network (an improved model of the RNN) [17] to
process received messages and predict responses. Considering the high training cost of the LSTM
neural network model. In combination with machine learning classification, weighted keywords and
similarity measurement techniques, Parameswaran et al. [18] designed the function of automatically
generating and suggesting short E-mails. In May 2018, Google’s research team improved their
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auto-reply model on Gmail’s smart prediction function https://ai.googleblog.com/2018/05/smart-
compose-using-neural-networks-to.html. This impressive function has dramatically improved the
Gmail user experience. It can predict the next word in a sentence that a user might want to type,
based on the order of the preceding words. The core technology they used is still the LSTM neural
network, which combines the natural Bag-of-Words (BoW) [19] method to balance delay constraints.

It is challenging approach because deep neural networks have higher requirements in all aspects,
such as the quality of training data. If the dataset is not large enough, then this high-level neural
network may not learn relevance properly. Meanwhile, since it is an end-to-end unsupervised learning
method, we cannot control the learning process and results. Nevertheless, although the dataset we can
use is small, we still want to try the most advanced approach in this study. In order to make up the
deficiency of objective conditions, we will introduce some new ideas to optimise the model structure.

2.2. Related Techniques

In reviewing relevant techniques from previous studies, we identified two main approaches to
designing our models, information retrieval and information generation. For the retrieval-based model,
this project adopted TF-IDF and Doc2Vec algorithms for experiments.

TF-IDF is a popular term weighting scheme based on the Bag-of-words statistics widely used in
information retrieval and text mining [20,21]. Assuming the document is just a collection of words,
the document can be vectorised by calculating the TF − IDF(n,d) value of each word. The vectorised
document refers to the vector space model, which allows calculation of the similarity between all
documents in a corpus by using the Cosine theorem. In a very recent paper, Kim et al. proposed
a multi-co-training (MCT) approach in the field of document classification [22], combining TF-IDF,
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) and Doc2Vec based on shallow neural networks. The combination of
these three methods increased the diversity of feature sets used for classification. They also analysed
and compared the characteristics of each method in their research.

Doc2Vec or Sent2Vec is an extension of Word2Vec [23], similar to Word2Vec, except that it uses
a fixed-length vector to represent an entire document or a sentence. This unsupervised learning
algorithm can express paragraphs or documents as vectors that are well suited for document processing
tasks. For example, it can be used to compare similarities between paragraphs or documents. There
are four modes in the Doc2Vec model. Distributed Memory Model of Paragraph Vectors (PV-DM)
architecture, Paragraph Vector-Distributed Bag of Words (PV-DBOW) structure, Hierarchical Softmax
(HS) and Negative Sampling (NS) method [24]. Due to its good performance, Doc2Vec has become
more and more popular in the industry in recent years.

In terms of the second approach mentioned above, we selected a deep learning algorithm to design
our generative model. With the rapid improvement of hardware that supports extensive capabilities
and advances in deep learning technology, many researchers proposed various novel neural network
algorithms. Especially after the concept of distributed representations of word vector [24] was widely
accepted, Mikolov et al. [25] found that many results have verified those language models trained
by using neural network based on big datasets are significantly superior to traditional language
models in terms of performance. They also stated that deep learning methods had achieved very
high performance across different NLP tasks. Since the sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) model was
successfully introduced from the field of machine translation into the Chatbot dialogue system [26],
we tried to apply a seq2seq model, GRU, to our Smart E-mail Management System.

Chung et al. [27] proposed the structure of the GRU, which was designed as a reset gate that
it is enable to data learning and updating. It is much easier to implement than LSTM because GRU
removes the cell state, then uses a hidden state to transfer information, and relatively reduces the
amount of parameter tuning tasks during data modelling and training tasks [27]. For most E-mails are
long text, research and exploration in this area are still lacking regarding how to predict and generate
an E-mail consisting of multiple sentences.

https://ai.googleblog.com/2018/05/smart-compose-using-neural-networks-to.html
https://ai.googleblog.com/2018/05/smart-compose-using-neural-networks-to.html
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In order to obtain better experimental performance, we improved some algorithm aspects, such as
nested Sent2Vec into GRU, and designed a hybrid model of information generation combined with
information retrieval.

3. Design and Methodology

The system framework of this experiment is shown in Figure 1. Initially, we needed to execute a
series of text prepossessing steps on the original E-mail dataset. For the processed E-mails, we only
kept the matching E-mail pairs (namely received E-mail–reply E-mail), so that we could obtain the
relationships between the received E-mails and reply E-mails and put them into two databases.
The next step is to train our three models using the results of text processing. Upon completion of the
model training, when a new E-mail is received, SEMS client will offer users two options: one is to reply
directly, and the other is to use the smart reply function. Regardless of whether users directly reply
to an E-mail or modify the response suggestions generated by the models, after replying, the newly
received E-mail will be paired with the sent E-mail. Finally the results will be stored in both databases in
preparation for the models’ future learning.

Figure 1. Smart Email Management System (SEMS) Overview.

3.1. TF-IDF Based Model

Figure 2 presents the workflow design for TF-IDF modelling. Firstly, after general dataset
processing (which described in the next section), Received E-mail Dataset and Response E-mail Dataset
are generated. Based on these datasets the data is not needed to be processed further to adapt to
the different models. Data Processing for TF-IDF includes word lower-casing, word tokenization,
stop words removal and word stemming. In the modelling process, vocabulary-building is a way to
tag a collection of text documents, index each known word, and encode new documents using the
index set as well.
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Figure 2. Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) Based Model.

After building corpus vocabulary and a sparse matrix, the next step is to count the IDF value and
TF-IDF value of each word in the given corpus as well as a new document.For a new document, it is
only needed to calculate its TF-IDF vector related to the entire corpus. By dot product with all other
document vectors, we could calculate the cosine distance between a new document and all documents
in the corpus, so that we could sort similar documents for retrieval.

Calculating IDF and TF-IDF Scores: After building corpus vocabulary and a sparse matrix by
CountVectorizer, TF-IDFTransformer was used to count the IDF value and TF-IDF value of each word
in the given corpus as well as a new document. It should be noted that if some specific words do not
appear in the training corpus, their TF-IDF values can be 0.
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Calculating Similarity Scores: Euclidean Normalisation is also applied in the Scikit-learn library.
For a new document, we only needed to calculate its TF-IDF vector related to the entire corpus.
By dot product with all other document vectors, we could calculate the cosine distance between a new
document and all documents in the corpus, so that we could sort similar documents for retrieval.

3.2. Doc2Vec Based Model

Figure 3 interprets the training workflow based on the Doc2Vec model. As for data processing,
it is similar to the process of TF-IDF.

Figure 3. Doc2Vec Based Model.
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Before training the model, we needed to tag each document (E-mail) in the corpus. To get the
correlations between words in the document, we embedded the document’s ID with the words in the
document. After building vocabulary, inferring vectors is the way to transfer the new documents to
vectors. Using them makes it easy to calculate similarity scores among documents.

Tag Each E-mail: Before training the model, we needed to tag each document (E-mail) in the
corpus. To get the correlations between words in the document, we embedded the document’s ID with
the words in the document. Building Vocabulary: In the Gensim library, the function Word2VecVocab
can create a vocabulary for the model. In addition to recording all unique words, this object provides
additional functionality such as creating a Huffman tree (the more frequent the words, the closer they
are to the roots of the tree), to eliminate uncommon words.

Inferring Vector: After training the model, the infer_vector function can infer vectors for
new documents.

Calculating Similarity Scores: A built-in most_similar module in Gensim is used to calculate the
similarity of document vectors.

3.3. GRU-Sent2Vec Hybrid Model

The essential part of GRU-Sent2Vec hybrid model is to put pre-trained sentence vectors into the
embedding layer of GRU network for training together. The design idea of this model is to combine
the information generation model with the information retrieval model, using both GRU and Sent2Vec
technologies. In this design (Figure 4), on the one hand, we expect to generate long-text reply E-mails,
on the other side, we consider that our training data set is too small for the deep neural network. It is a
novel attempt for intelligent generated E-mail system. The model of Sent2Vec is built to train the vector
of each sentence. The process and principles of training are similar to Doc2Vec. Whereas, the difference
is that the ID of the document is replaced with the ID of the sentence for training. We mapped each
sentence into a 150-dimensional feature space and added an attention layer to allow the decoder to
focus on certain parts of the input sequence to improve the decoder’s capability and prevent the loss
of valuable information. In order to achieve better convergence, we used the teacher forcing method in
iterative training.

Different from the previous two models, instead of a simple normalisation process, we continued
to adopt Sent2Vec model to match similar sentences in the sentence list of the original training dataset.
In the case of a small sample set, the intention is to ensure that the results generated by the GRU model
are always valid.
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Figure 4. Gated Recurrent Unit Sentence to Vector (GRU-Sent2Vec) Hybrid Model.

4. Implementation and Evaluation

4.1. Data Preparing

Figure 5 shows the workflow of the data pre-processing. The purpose of this process is to produce
a generic dataset for our three models.
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The Enron E-mail Dataset https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~enron/ is a suitable training dataset
available online. This dataset is composed of a large number of Emails in TXT form. The first
step is to transfer all the E-mails into a CSV file with the information we needed, including the sending
date, sender E-mail address, receiver E-mail address, E-mail subject and E-mail content, respectively.

Figure 5. Data processing flowchart.

From the data overview (Figure 6), it can be seen that the total number rows in the dataset is
517,401, among which there are 498,214 messages with titles, and the highest frequency of occurrence
is ‘RE:’, appearing 6477 times. Meanwhile, in the content column of the E-mail dataset, nearly half of
the content is duplicate. The reason is that if employee A sends an E-mail to employee B, the E-mail in
A’s outbox will be the same as the E-mail received in B’s inbox. Therefore, duplicate messages firstly
should be removed entirely, leaving unique messages for further processing. The process of this step is
to compare the title and content at the same time to avoid the possibility that the content is the same
but not sent by the same person.

https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~enron/
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Figure 6. Data understanding.

The next step is to remove noise from the dataset, such as numbers, symbols, and the duplicate
past responses in Emails because such non-useful information will lead to poor model training results.

The last but vital step is Pairing Received - Response E-mails, as it is the basic form for three
models training. The method used in the E-mail pairing process is that we logically filtered messages
using the sending time, title, and the name of the senders and receivers, then selected the E-mails that
most likely relate to each other and placed them into two databases (Received E-mail Dataset and
Response E-mail Dataset) separately. The result after processing is shown in Figure 7. Finally, we got
a total of 19,871 pairs of E-mails, each with a content-length range of 1 to 30 sentences (as shown in
Figure 8).

After general data processing, we need to further process the data to fit different models.
The data processing methods for TF-IDF and Doc2Vec model are similar, including word lowercasing,
word tokenization, stop word removal, word stemming. However, processing data for GRU models
requires more effort. We need to separate each sentence in order to generate a sentence dictionary
that is related to the unique index, and then apply the Sent2Vec model to train the sentence vectors,
which will be used as an embedding layer of the GRU model. Therefore, the process of processing
includes text standardisation, sentence tokenisation, generating sentence list, building up Sent2Vec
model, mapping sentences and preparing embedding layers.

Figure 7. Received-Response E-mail Pairs.
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Figure 8. Processed E-mail Content Length Statistics.

4.2. Parameter Tuning

According to the design flow of the three models in the previous section, we trained the models
respectively, and use the method of call@K to self-evaluate the models. Here we only perform
parameter tuning of TF-IDF and Doc2Vec models. We do not consider GRU-Sent2Vec model because
of the limitations, which will be discussed later.

This process randomly selects 200 documents from the training corpus as queries, and then carries
out vector inference on these documents and compared them with the vectors in the training corpus.
This self-evaluation process is based on the similarity level between the same documents and the query.

We assume that the test dataset consisting of these 200 documents is some new data, and then
evaluate them based on the models’ response to them. The expected result is that the same document
in the training set will be extracted in either the first or the first three positions for the 200 test queries.
The formula is expressed as Equation (1):

Recall rate@1 =
Retrieved documents in top 1

200

Recall rate@3 =
Retrieved documents in top 3

200

(1)

We find that the most influential parameter for this model is N-gram size (Table 1). The higher the
value of N, the higher the accuracy (Recall rate@1). From the results, it seems not to have much impact
on the recall rate of the top three. However, in the meantime, the training time has an exponential
increase. Considering the range of our training dataset is not large, we ignore the time consumption
and selected Ngram = (1, 4) as the model parameter of TF-IDF. The results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of TF-IDF Parameters.

TF-IDF Ngram Training Time Retrieved Numbers Recall Rate @1 Recall Rate @3
0 1 2

1 (1,1) 1.8910167 s 173 12 5 86.5% 95%
2 (1,2) 5.3181312 s 173 11 4 86.5% 94%
3 (1,3) 10.235551 s 174 12 3 87% 94.5%
4 (1,4) 15.074302 s 175 10 5 87.5% 95%
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Compared with TF-IDF, the Doc2Vec model contains more parameters. As for these parameters,
eleven combinations were selected to conduct eleven rounds of training for the model (M1–M11).
The results of the test are illustrated in Table 2 and Figure 9.

Table 2. Comparison of Doc2Vec Parameters (The best results are bold).

NO. Doc2Vec Model Vector_Size Windows Epochs Training Time Retrieved Numbers Recall @1 Recall @3
0 1 2

1 NS + DM 100 5 500 346.51621 s 174 5 3 87% 91%
2 NS + DM 100 5 1000 698.35794 s 173 9 5 86.5% 93.5%
3 NS + DM 100 5 1500 1013.3812 s 173 11 5 86.5% 94.5%
4 NS + DM 150 5 1500 1059.6635 s 175 8 4 87.5% 93.5%
5 NS + DM 200 5 1500 1019.1251 s 176 7 2 88% 92.5%
6 NS + DM 150 10 1500 1042.714 s 175 9 3 87.5% 93.5%
7 NS + DM 150 5 2000 1407.6521 s 172 12 2 86% 93%
8 HS +DM 150 5 1500 1196.5312 s 171 9 6 85.5% 93%
9 NS + DBOW 150 5 1500 850.749 s 177 6 5 88.5% 94%
10 HS + DBOW 150 5 1500 1011.517 s 174 10 4 87% 94%
11 HS + DBOW 150 10 1500 1048.288 s 172 9 6 86% 93.5%

Figure 9. Test Results of Doc2Vec Model.

After all steps of the test, we find that Vector-size 150, Window value 5, and Epochs 1500, is most
suitable for the training dataset. It indicates that the Negative Sampling training method is generally
superior to the Hierarchical Softmax training method. In the same Negative Sampling training mode,
M3 with Distributed Memory (DM) architecture has the highest top-3 recall rate, and its top-1 recall
rate performance is resonable, while M9 with Distributed Bag of Words (DBOW) architecture has the
highest accuracy (Recall rate@1). To further confirm our parameter selection, we compare the similarity
of the 200 documents tested by the two groups (Figure 9), and find that M9 shows a more stable level
than M3. Meanwhile, the training time of M9 exhibits strong competitiveness.

4.3. Setup for Human Evaluation

Among the various methods for evaluating the effects of Natural Language Generation (NLG),
there are some methods for automatic evaluation, such as NIST, BLEU, and ROUGE. Belz and Reiter [28]
believed that automated evaluation methods had great potential after comparing various assessment
methods, but the best way to evaluate NLG Models is through human assessment. Meanwhile,
our training dataset contained non tagged information, and we could not find a uniform standard or a
unified model to evaluate these three models simultaneously.

Since there is not much similarity between E-mails in the dataset (Enron E-mail Dataset), it is
difficult to evaluate the functional performance and learning capabilities of the three models. In order
to compare the effects of these models, we design the test data according to the training data, following
the following rules: change the entity noun (such as time, place and name); change the sentence
order of the paragraph; add some information to the E-mail; delete some information from the E-mail;
change the expression of the sentence.
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We use two criteria to evaluate the performance of three models. In the first case, we compare
the final best responses given by the three models, respectively. In other words, we only select the
responses of top1 related E-mails extracted by Doc2Vec based and TF-IDF based models, as well as the
predicted response generated by the GRU-Sent2Vec hybrid model, to compare the final implementation
results of our experiment. In the second case, we only compare the two information retrieval models.
After the first four rounds of training on new test E-mails, the fifth designed E-mail will enter into the
two models as a query. The experimental results of the two models may extract four similar E-mails
with different performance. We will list the top five similar E-mails extracted by the two models
respectively with their corresponding similarity scores, and then five participants from different
academic fields will choose the model which gave the suggestion that matches the similarity most
closely based on subjective judgement.

4.4. SEMS Client Implementation

To display the results and analyse the experimental effect intuitively, we designed a simple client
for visualisation. Users can select either to reply directly or to use or modify intelligent suggestions.
If the latter is chosen, by clicking the button on the robot in Figure 10 three suggestion responses from
each of the three models are presented.

Figure 10. Intelligent E-mail Client—Default Mode. The image of the robot is adopted from the movie
WALL-E by Pixar.

4.5. Results and Discussion

4.5.1. Comparison of the Three Models

Figure 11 shows an example that is taken from topic 1 of the experimental results from the three
models. As we mentioned earlier, these three models use two different methods. Therefore, in the
first stage of human evaluation, we make subjective selections on the final response suggestions,
which are also the final results of our experiment. We select the top 1 response from two information
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retrieval models as their best response suggestions. Also, the one predictive response generated by the
GRU-Sent2Vec hybrid model is treated as the object of evaluation for this model.

Figure 11. Three Models Results (The new received Email is: “Hi Phil, I am willing to get info. of two
more properties in Auckland. The broker will be faxing info. by this week. Also, I have mailed you the
info. on three other properties in addtion to the unit property that I faxed this morning. Let me know if
you have any questions. cheers Eva”).

After several rounds of training, the three models each suggested responses to five new E-mails.
The first round of the evaluation of the overall result is shown in Figure 12. According to the subjective
evaluation, five participants chose relevant answers for each new E-mail, and this was a multiple-choice
process. The results show that TF-IDF and Doc2Vec, the two information retrieval models, had better
performance than the information generation model.

Figure 12. Human Evaluation Results.

The GRU-Sent2Vec hybrid model is not ideal for several reasons. Although we considered this
result at the beginning, the main reason is the quality of our training corpus. For deep neural networks,
learning relatively accurate feature rules first requires vast datasets. The total number of sentences
in our training dataset is 99,431, which is not sufficient. Second, the average number of repeated
sentences in the training dataset is only 2.3 (Figure 13), while the majority of sentences only appear
once. Such extremely low probability distribution of repeated sentences can hardly provide adequate
learning information for deep neural networks.
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Figure 13. Sentence Repeat Statistics.

We expect that given the right environment, the GRU-Sent2Vec hybrid model can predict and
generate a series of sentences as the output according to input sentences. Figure 14 presents its
workflow design.

Figure 14. Ideal GRU-Sent2Vec Hybrid Model.

4.5.2. Comparison of the Two Information Retrieval Models

Comparison of Learning Ability: First, we compared the learning ability of the Doc2Vec and
TF-IDF Models. Since our training dataset initially did not contain many similar E-mails, we conducted
five rounds of training on the models using five similar test E-mails designed and generated for each
topic in the previous section. If at the end of each round of training, the model could always find the
similar E-mails learned in previous rounds from the database for new E-mails, it meant that the model
had the ability to learn new information. The specific process is as follows:

1. We tested it by simply replacing the names of five randomly selected E-mails from the
original training dataset. Both models found the five related original E-mails in the first most
similar ranking.

2. We put the first round of E-mails together with the responses of corresponding designs into the
training set, and then we modified the five selected topic E-mails by changing the order of the
sentences. In the second round of testing, the two models found 10 related E-mails in the first two
most similar rankings including the original 5 E-mails and the 5 E-mails put into the training set
after the first round.

3. We put the E-mails from the second round of E-mail modification into the training set together
with the replies from the corresponding designs, and then we modified the 5 selected topic E-mails
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by adding some information. The results of the third round of testing showed that in the first 3
most similar rankings, TF-IDF found 14 related E-mails while Doc2Vec found 15 related E-mails
with the original 5 E-mails and 10 E-mails put into the training set after the first two rounds.

4. We put the E-mails from the third round of E-mail modification into the training set together with
the replies from the corresponding designs, and then we modified the 5 selected topic E-mails by
deleting some information. In the fourth round of tests, TF-IDF found 18 related E-mails in the
first 5 most similar rankings, while Doc2Vec found 19 related E-mails involving in the original
5 E-mails and 15 E-mails put into the training set after the first three rounds.

5. We put the E-mails from the fourth round of design into the training set together with the replies
from the corresponding designs, and then we modified the 5 selected topic E-mails by changing
the expression of some information. The results of the fifth round of testing showed that in the
first 4 most similar rankings, TF-IDF found 19 related E-mails and Doc2Vec found 23 related
E-mails with the original 5 E-mails and the 20 E-mails put into the training set after the first
four rounds.

After five rounds of training, the results of each round could reflect the models’ learning abilities.
The Doc2Vec model presented a more stable learning ability, especially in the fifth round. When the
semantic expression was changed, it presented a better information resolution ability than the TF-IDF
model. It was proven that Doc2Vec is capable of extracting semantic correlations between words in an
article. The results are shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Learning Ability of TF-IDF and Doc2Vec.

Comparison of Effect: After five rounds of training, five participants subjectively evaluated the
accuracy of the two models based on the information retrieval mechanism and compared the similarity
score. Figure 16 presents five new test E-mails on behalf of the five topics. The top five E-mails with the
highest similarity in each topic were extracted from the training dataset by two models. Meanwhile,
five participants compared and selected the results extracted from the two models under five topics,
which means there are twenty-five results that should be selected for each topic, which was a single
selection process.

From the results of the selection data given by the five participants, we concluded that the effect
of the Doc2Vec model was significantly better than that of the TF-IDF model from the perspective of
subjective evaluation.
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Figure 16. Effect Comparison Between TF-IDF and Doc2Vec.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a Smart Email Management System (SEMS), a software application and
design solution. SEMS is based on machine learning and deep learning technologies, which improves
the effectiveness of people who are required to handle the practical problems of using E-mail in daily
life and corporate business. The first thing to be emphasised is that we designed a novel GRU-Sent2Vec
hybrid model that can be used to predict responses based on sentence-level, which goes beyond the
limits of word-level prediction. Although the quality of the training corpus limits the effect, the results
have been informative and have the potential to guide further development for industrial applications
in the future. As for the evaluation of the effects, it has a subjective component. We designed a set of
human evaluation questionnaires. The results of the questionnaire survey showed that this research
project has significant application value.

Our experimental models gave coherent and reasonable responses after analysing newly received
E-mails. However, there are still many limitations and challenges that we have plan to address in future.
The first limitation is the training dataset. Unlike E-mail datasets from help desk or customer service
centres, which contain many similar inquiries from customers, our experimental dataset has very little
similarity between E-mails because the E-mails were collected from Enron employees. In future we
plan to approach some customer service centres to enrich our dataset. The second limitation is the
computing power for achieving machine learning or deep learning algorithms. The cost for training
our models especially GRU was very high. In future we have a plane to minimise our training cost.
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